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In Search of Christian Freedom May 26
2022 Finding a proper balance between
freedom and responsibility is a problem that
has faced every serious Christian. For those
raised in a highly structured religious
environment, balancing loyalties to a religious
organization, family, and personal conscience
may raise difficult issues. Raymond Franz's
first-hand account of the issues with which he
struggled forms the theme of his first book,
Crisis of Conscience. In Search of Christian
Freedom, the sequel to Crisis of Conscience,
provides even more comprehensive study. The
issues and options discussed herein, although
relating particularly to the structure of
Jehovah's Witnesses, are not so very different
from issues other Christians have faced and
continue to face when they seek to reconcile
considerations for conscience, loyalty,
responsibility and freedom. This work will
mover readers — of any religion — to consider
seriously how much they value Christian
freedom and to ask how genuine their own
freedom is.
The Social Crisis of Our Time Nov 07 2020
The Light of Conscience Feb 08 2021 AN
INSPIRATIONAL MEDITATION ON THE
POWER OF CONSCIENCE—HOW A SIMPLE
ACT, A MOMENT OF PURPOSE, CAN CHANGE
YOUR LIFE, YOUR COMMUNITY, EVEN THE
WORLD We all struggle at times to know what
to do to seek and abide our conscience—when
right and wrong are not black and white, when
heart and head speak with different voices,
when our intentions and interests are not
aligned. If you believe that the outcome of
these struggles affects the course of your life,
and the lives around you, then this book is for
you. If you believe that there are times and
places when the choice an individual makes to
speak or be silent, to eat or fast, to remain
seated or to stand up in a crowd, to stare and
remember or to walk on by and forget, can be
as powerful as a president’s command, a
congressional appropriation, or a military
incursion, then this book is for you. This book is

for you if your profession is rewarding
financially but not spiritually, or if you’re ever
worried that your career and conscience
conflict. This book is for you if you are a parent
whose love of your children never wavers with
the anxiety they cause you but sometimes
leaves you wondering whether they will grow
up to do the right thing even if no one is
watching. This book is for you if you question
whether the countless small decisions you make
each day add up to a larger judgment about
your life’s meaning. Finally, this book is for you
if you believe that quiet, often solitary acts of
conscience have echoes louder than the original
sound; that individual acts have the potential to
trigger large public consequences and continue
to inspire others from generation to generation;
that such acts bring rewards to the individual,
that unforeseen benefits accrue, that one gains
more than was sacrificed, and that there is a
transformative power and richness to a life so
lived.
The New Queer Conscience Mar 24 2022 A
2021 Sydney Taylor Notable Book "The new
manifesto for how we as queer people could
and should navigate the world. It's the holding
hand I never had--but wish I did."--Troye Sivan,
Golden Globe nominated-singer, songwriter,
and actor "With the persistence of queerphobia
all around the world, this book is absolutely
necessary, even vital."--Édouard Louis,
internationally bestselling author of History of
Violence "To Eli's credit, all of the rules are
rooted in considerations of conscience and
kindness and, if observed, will make a better
world--as will this book."--Booklist, starred
review "A must-read that highlights the
importance of radical empathy, community
building, and solidarity."--School Library
Journal, starred review In The New Queer
Conscience, LGBTQIA+ activist Adam Eli
argues the urgent need for queer responsibility
-- that queers anywhere are responsible for
queers everywhere. Pocket Change Collective is
a series of small books with big ideas from
today's leading activists and artists. In this
installment, The New Queer Conscience,
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Voices4 Founder and LGBTQIA+ activist Adam
Eli offers a candid and compassionate
introduction to queer responsibility. Eli calls on
his Jewish faith to underline how kindness and
support within the queer community can lead to
a stronger global consciousness. More
importantly, he reassures us that we're not
alone. In fact, we never were. Because if you
mess with one queer, you mess with us all.
Conscience: A Novel Aug 17 2021 Acclaimed
author Alice Mattison’s new novel explores the
hard choices a young woman and her friends
made decades earlier at the height of the
Vietnam War. Decades ago in Brooklyn, three
girls demonstrated against the Vietnam War,
and each followed a distinct path into
adulthood. Helen became a violent
revolutionary. Val wrote a controversial book,
Bright Morning of Pain, which was essentially a
novelization of Helen’s all-too-short but vibrant
life. And Olive became an editor and writer,
now comfortably settled with her husband,
Griff, in modern-day New Haven. When Olive is
asked to write an essay about Val’s book, a
work that attracts and repulses her in equal
measure, doing so brings back to the forefront
Olive and Griff’s tangled histories and their
complicated reflections on that tumultuous time
in their young lives. Things only become more
fraught when Griff borrows Olive’s treasured
first edition of the novel—and loses it. Then
Griff’s quirky and audacious new colleague,
Jean Argos, finds the book and begins reading
it, setting off a series of events that will
introduce new conflicts, tragedies, and
friendships into the precarious balance of Olive
and Griff’s once stable home. Conscience, the
dazzling new novel from award-winning author
Alice Mattison, paints the nuanced
relationships between the palpable
personalities of Olive, Griff, and Jean with her
signature wit and precision. And as Mattison
explores the ways in which women make a
difference—for good or ill—in the world, she
elegantly weaves together the past and the
present, and the political and the personal.
Conscience of a Conservative Nov 27 2019
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A
thoughtful defense of traditional conservatism
and a thorough assault on the way Donald
Trump is betraying it.”—David Brooks, in his
New York Times column In a bold act of
conscience, Republican Senator Jeff Flake takes
his party to task for embracing nationalism,
populism, xenophobia, and the anomalous
Trump presidency. The book is an urgent call
for a return to bedrock conservative principle
and a cry to once again put country before
party. Dear Reader, I am a conservative. I
believe that there are limits to what
government can and should do, that there are
some problems that government cannot solve,
and that human initiative is best when left
unfettered, free from government interference
or coercion. I believe that these ideas, tested by
time, offer the most freedom and best outcomes
in the lives of the most people. But today, the
American conservative movement has lost its
way. Given the state of our politics, it is no
exaggeration to say that this is an urgent
matter. The Republican party used to play to a
broader audience, one that demanded that we
accomplish something. But in this era of
dysfunction, our primary accomplishment has
been constructing the argument that we’re not
to blame. We have decided that it is better to
build and maintain a majority by using the
levers of power rather than the art of
persuasion and the battle of ideas. We’ve
decided that putting party over country is okay.
There are many on both sides of the aisle who
think this a good model on which to build a
political career—destroying, not building. And
all the while, our country burns, our institutions
are undermined, and our values are
compromised. We have become so estranged
from our principles that we no longer know
what principle is. America is not just a
collection of transactions. America is also a
collection of ideas and values. And these are
our values. These are our principles. They are
not subject to change, owing to political fashion
or cult of personality. I believe that we
desperately need to get back to the rigorous,
fact-based arguments that made us
conservatives in the first place. We need to
realize that the stakes are simply too high to
remain silent and fall in line. That is why I have
written this book and am taking this stand.
—Jeff Flake
Crisis, Controversy and the Future of Religious
Education Aug 05 2020 Crisis, Controversy and
the Future of Religious Education sets out to
provide a much-needed critical examination of
recent writings that consider and respond to
the crisis in religious education and more
widely to a crisis in non-confessional forms of
religious education, wherever practised. The
book is critical, wide-ranging and provocative,
giving attention to a range of responses, some
limited to the particular situation of religious
education in England and some of wider
application, for example, that of the role and
significance of human rights and that of the
relevance of religious studies and theology to
religious education. It engages with a variety of
positions and with recent influential reports
that make recommendations on the future
direction of religious education. Constructively,
it defends both confessional and nonconfessional religious education and endorses
the existing right of parental withdrawal.

Controversially, it concludes that the case for
including non-religious worldviews in religious
education, and for the introduction of a
statutory, ‘objective’ national religious
education curriculum for all schools, are both
unconvincing on educational, philosophical and
evidential grounds. Timely and captivating, this
book is a must-read for religious and
theological educators, RE advisers, classroom
teachers, student teachers and those interested
in the field of religious education.
Albert Camus and the Human Crisis Jun 22
2019 A renowned scholar investigates the
"human crisis” that Albert Camus confronted in
his world and in ours, producing a brilliant
study of Camus’s life and influence for those
readers who, in Camus's words, “cannot live
without dialogue and friendship.” As
France—and all of the world—was emerging
from the depths of World War II, Camus
summed up what he saw as "the human crisis”:
We gasp for air among people who believe they
are absolutely right, whether it be in their
machines or their ideas. And for all who cannot
live without dialogue and the friendship of
other human beings, this silence is the end of
the world. In the years after he wrote these
words, until his death fourteen years later,
Camus labored to address this crisis, arguing
for dialogue, understanding, clarity, and truth.
When he sailed to New York, in March
1946—for his first and only visit to the United
States—he found an ebullient nation
celebrating victory. Camus warned against the
common postwar complacency that took false
comfort in the fact that Hitler was dead and the
Third Reich had fallen. Yes, the serpentine
beast was dead, but “we know perfectly well,”
he argued, “that the venom is not gone, that
each of us carries it in our own hearts.” All
around him in the postwar world, Camus saw
disheartening evidence of a global community
revealing a heightened indifference to a
number of societal ills. It is the same
indifference to human suffering that we see all
around, and within ourselves, today. Camus’s
voice speaks like few others to the heart of an
affliction that infects our country and our
world, a world divided against itself. His
generation called him “the conscience of
Europe.” That same voice speaks to us and our
world today with a moral integrity and
eloquence so sorely lacking in the public arena.
Few authors, sixty years after their deaths,
have more avid readers, across more
continents, than Albert Camus. Camus has
never been a trend, a fad, or just a good read.
He was always and still is a companion, a
guide, a challenge, and a light in darkened
times. This keenly insightful story of an
intellectual is an ideal volume for those readers
who are first discovering Camus, as well as a
penetrating exploration of the author for all
those who imagine they have already plumbed
Camus’ depths—a supremely timely book on an
author whose time has come once again.
The Bad Conscience May 02 2020 "Although
the original version of Vladimir Jankelevitch's
book La mauvaise conscience appeared in
1933, and a second, significantly expanded
version appeared in 1951, the present
translation corresponds to the 1966 version of
the book as it is found in the anthology Vladimir
Jankelevitch, philosophie morale."--Translator's
introduction.
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What God Allows Feb 20 2022 A study based
on a year in one Catholic church follows a
teacher who chooses between her feminist
views and her role as an educator and a priest
who leaves to be with his male lover
Conscience and Ethics Aug 24 2019 How
important is the conscience for the Christian
moral life? How should it be understood in
relation to the teachings of the Bible and of
church tradition? In this book, Matthew
Levering surveys twentieth-century Catholic
moral theology to construct an argument for
keeping conscience firmly alongside prudence,
charity, and the gifts of the Spirit--and for
understanding it as something that must be
formed by the revealed truths of Scripture as
interpreted and applied in the church. Levering
shows how conscience-centered ethics came to
be--both prior to and following the Second
Vatican Council--and how important voices from
both the Catholic and Protestant communities
criticized the primacy of conscience in favor of
an approach that considers conscience within
"the broader framework of the Christian moral
organism." Rather than engaging with current
hot-button issues, Levering presents and
deconstructs the work of twenty-six noteworthy
theologians from the recent past in order to
work through core matters. He begins by
examining how the conscience has been dealt
with in dialogue with the Bible and in the
Catholic "moral manuals" of the twentieth
century. He then explores the rebuttals to
conscience-centered ethics offered by pre- and
post-conciliar Thomists and the emergence of a
new, even more problematic consciencecentered ethics in German thought. Amid this
wide-ranging introduction to various strands of
Catholic moral theology, Levering crafts an
incisive intervention of his own against the
"abuse of conscience" that besets the church
today as it did in the last century.
Crisis of Character Sep 17 2021 In this
runaway #1 New York Times bestseller, former
secret service officer Gary Byrne, who was
posted directly outside President Clinton's oval
office, reveals what he observed of Hillary
Clinton's character and the culture inside the
White House while protecting the First Family
in CRISIS OF CHARACTER, the most
anticipated book of the 2016 election.
The Conscience of a Liberal Oct 19 2021
"The most consistent and courageous—and
unapologetic—liberal partisan in American
journalism." —Michael Tomasky, New York
Review of Books In this "clear, provocative"
(Boston Globe) New York Times bestseller, Paul
Krugman, today's most widely read economist,
examines the past eighty years of American
history, from the reforms that tamed the harsh
inequality of the Gilded Age and the 1920s to
the unraveling of that achievement and the
reemergence of immense economic and
political inequality since the 1970s. Seeking to
understand both what happened to middle-class
America and what it will take to achieve a "new
New Deal," Krugman has created his finest
book to date, a "stimulating manifesto" offering
"a compelling historical defense of liberalism
and a clarion call for Americans to retake
control of their economic destiny" (Publishers
Weekly). "As Democrats seek a rationale not
merely for returning to power, but for
fundamentally changing—or changing
back—the relationship between America's
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government and its citizens, Mr. Krugman's
arguments will prove vital in the months and
years ahead." —Peter Beinart, New York Times
Slavery and the Democratic Conscience Jul
24 2019 Slavery and the Democratic
Conscience explains how democratic subjects
confronted and came to terms with slaveholder
power in the early American Republic. Slavery
was not an exception to the rise of American
democracy, Padraig Riley argues, but was
instead central to the formation of democratic
institutions and ideals.
Crisis of Conscience Jul 28 2022 The First
World War's appalling death toll and the need
for a sense of equality of sacrifice on the home
front led to Canada's first experience of
overseas conscription. While historians have
focused on resistance to enforced military
service in Quebec, this has obscured the
important role of those who saw military
service as incompatible with their religious or
ethical beliefs. Crisis of Conscience is the first
and only book about the Canadian pacifists who
refused to fight in the Great War. The
experience of these conscientious objectors
offers insight into evolving attitudes about the
rights and responsibilities of citizenship during
a key period of Canadian nation building.
Christianity and the Social Crisis Jan 10 2021
The Reluctant Apostate May 14 2021 Jehovah's
Witnesses, well known for their enthusiastic
evangelism, are a global religious movement
boasting over 8 million members. Despite being
a familiar sight on doorsteps and street
corners, little is known about their doctrines
and practices. What are their expectations
regarding Armageddon, and who do they
believe will survive? How do they justify their
ban on blood transfusions? What happens to
members who decide to leave? In this
remarkably candid part-memoir, part-history
guide, former Witness Lloyd Evans
comprehensively explores the religion of his
upbringing, charting the organization's
metamorphosis from unassuming 19th Century
brethren to global brand in the modern age.
The Witness rules on sex are dissected, as are
their far-reaching ramifications on the private
lives of millions of devotees. Evans also delves
into the controversies surrounding child abuse
and the prohibition on blood transfusions with
the aid of first hand accounts from those who
have been personally impacted. Intertwined
with the historical narrative and commentary is
the story of the author's journey from devout
Witness youth to outspoken ex-Witness activist
and atheist. Evans lays bare the circumstances
leading to his "awakening" with startling
honesty and reveals how the heartbreaking loss
of his mother played a profound role in keeping
long-held doubts suppressed. In the final
chapters, the author discusses the various
means by which Witnesses are controlled by
their leadership. Evans analyzes the role of
shunning (disfellowshipping) and the
stigmatization of "apostates" in enforcing
loyalty among Witnesses, and reflects on the
indifference of society in general to human
rights violations by high-control groups. The
phenomenon of fundamentalist brainwashing,
or "undue influence," is also scrutinized, and
those in search of a new life free from its
pervasive effects are given reasons for hope.
Rather than being a sensationalist rant by an
embittered ex-member, The Reluctant Apostate

offers a relaxed, good-humored tour of Witness
history and teachings supported by extensive
references (to be found in the "Notes" section).
Though written predominantly with the nonWitness reader in mind, special boxes are also
provided for Jehovah's Witness readers.
Reviews "Both memoir and reference book,
Lloyd Evans' work is an extensive compilation
of Jehovah's Witness history and theology. In
his honest and exhaustively researched expose,
Evans has written what is sure to be the most
important book on the religion in this century.
The Reluctant Apostate is a must-read for
Jehovah's Witnesses and anyone else who has
been touched by the faith." -Scott Terry, author
of Cowboys, Armageddon and the Truth
"Insight only an 'insider' can bring to a subject
difficult to understand for those who have
never been part of this world, and unthinkable
to contemplate for those inside its bubble.
Lloyd does a magnificent job of speaking to
both audiences and everyone in between.
Compassion for the plight of those still held
captive bleeds through every page." -Mike
Rinder, former senior executive of the Church
of Scientology, as featured on the A&E series
Leah Remini: Scientology and the Aftermath "A
compelling and informative window on the
world of the Jehovah's Witnesses that will be a
vital and life changing resource for former
members and many others too in forming an
authentic understanding of this group, its
beliefs, methods and effects on individuals and
families." -Professor Rod Dubrow-Marshall,
Ph.D. Co-Editor International Journal of Cultic
Studies and co-founder RETIRN UK Dr. Linda
Dubrow-Marshall, Ph.D. Co-founder RETIRN
UK
Blood and Religion Dec 09 2020 Love places
these matters in context against the broader
background of endemic civil war, contemporary
religious culture, and the many responsibilities
imposed upon Henri by his royal rank and
political role. Blood and Religion concludes
with a close analysis of Henri's conversion to
Catholicism in July 1593, including the king's
crisis of conscience as he struggled to secure
his crown and preserve his soul. Love's fresh
interpretations of the influence of religion on
Henri IV's political and military choices
challenge much of modern scholarship on this
important French monarch and cast new light
on the motivations and worldview of sixteenthcentury sovereigns in an age when religion and
politics were inseparable.
Constitutional Conscience Oct 26 2019 While
many recent observers have accused American
judges—especially Supreme Court justices—of
being too driven by politics and ideology, others
have argued that judges are justified in using
their positions to advance personal views.
Advocating a different approach—one that
eschews ideology but still values personal
perspective—H. Jefferson Powell makes a
compelling case for the centrality of individual
conscience in constitutional decision making.
Powell argues that almost every controversial
decision has more than one constitutionally
defensible resolution. In such cases, he goes on
to contend, the language and ideals of the
Constitution require judges to decide in good
faith, exercising what Powell calls the
constitutional virtues: candor, intellectual
honesty, humility about the limits of
constitutional adjudication, and willingness to
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admit that they do not have all the answers.
Constitutional Conscience concludes that the
need for these qualities in judges—as well as
lawyers and citizens—is implicit in our
constitutional practices, and that without them
judicial review would forfeit both its own
integrity and the credibility of the courts
themselves.
The Uneasy Conscience of Modern
Fundamentalism Mar 31 2020 Originally
published in 1947, The Uneasy Conscience of
Modern Fundamentalism has since served as
the manifesto of evangelical Christians serious
about bringing the fundamentals of the
Christian faith to bear in contemporary culture.
In this classic book Carl F. H. Henry, the father
of modern fundamentalism, pioneered a path
for active Christian engagement with the world
-- a path as relevant today as when it was first
staked out. Now available again and featuring a
new foreword by Richard J. Mouw, The Uneasy
Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism offers a
bracing world-and-life view that calls for
boldness on the part of the evangelical
community. Henry argues that a reformation is
imperative within the ranks of conservative
Christianity, one that will result in an
ecumenical passion for souls and in the power
to meaningfully address the social and
intellectual needs of the world.
A Crisis of Conscience Apr 24 2022 Finding
that the Catholic Church's position clashed with
his profession and some of his own views, a
deeply devout doctor, still committed to his
spirituality, offers his opinions on such issues
as abortion, divorce, women priests, and birth
control.
Crisis of Conscience Oct 31 2022
Between Enterprise and Ethics Jun 02 2020
We live in a 'bimoral' society, in which people
govern their lives by two contrasting sets of
principles. On the one hand there are the
principles associated with traditional morality.
Although these allow a modicum of selfinterest, their emphasis is on our duties and
obligations to others: to treat people honestly
and with respect, to treat them fairly and
without prejudice, to help and care for them
when needed, and ultimately, to put their needs
above our own. On the other hand there are the
principles associated with the entrepreneurial
self-interest. These also impose obligations, but
of a much more limited kind. Their emphasis is
competitive rather than cooperative: to advance
our own interests rather than to meet the needs
of others. Both sets of principles have always
been present in society but in recent years
traditional moral authorities have lost much of
their force and the morality of self-interest has
acquired a much greater social legitimacy, over
a much wider field of behaviour, than ever
before. The result of this is that in many
situations it is no longer at all apparent which
set of principles should take precedence. In this
book John Hendry traces the cultural and
historical origins of the 'bimoral' society and
explores the challenges it poses for the world of
business and management. The developments
that have led to the 'bimoral' society have also
led to new, more flexible forms of organizing,
which have released people's entrepreneurial
energies and significantly enhanced the
creative capacities of business. Working within
these organizations, however, is fraught with
moral tensions as obligations and self-interest
Online Library fulltimecasual.com on December 1, 2022
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conflict and managers are pulled in all sorts of
different directions. Managing them
successfully poses major new challenges of
leadership, and 'moral' management, as the
technical problem-solving that previously
characterised managerial work is increasingly
accomplished by technology and market
mechanisms. The key role of management
becomes the political and moral one of
determining purposes and priorities,
reconciling divergent interests, and nurturing
trust in interpersonal relationships. Exploring
these tensions and challenges, Hendry
identifies new issues for contemporary
management and puts recognized issues into
context. He also explores the challenges posed
for a post-traditional society as it seeks to
regulate and govern an increasingly powerful
and global business sector.
Secularism and Freedom of Conscience Jul 04
2020 Jocelyn Maclure and Charles Taylor
provide a clearly reasoned, articulate account
of the two main principles of secularism—equal
respect, and freedom of conscience—and argue
that in our religiously diverse, politically
interconnected world, secularism, properly
understood, may offer the only path to religious
and philosophical freedom.
The Dissenters: The crisis and conscience
of nonconformity Dec 29 2019 This third and
final volume of Michael Watts's study of dissent
examines the turbulent times of Victorian
Nonconformity, a period of faith and of doubt.
Watts assesses the impacts of the major
Dissenting preachers and provides insights into
the various movements, such as romanticism
and the higher, often German, biblical criticism.
He shows that the preaching of hell and eternal
damnation was more effective in recruiting to
the chapels than the gentler interpretations. A
major feature of the volume is a thorough
analysis of surviving records of attendance at
Nonconformist services. He provides
fascinating accounts of Spurgeon and the other
key figures of Nonconformity, including of the
Salvation Army. Dr Watts also provides a fresh
discussion of the contribution which
Nonconformity made to the politics of mid- to
late-Victorian Britain. He examines such issues
of reform as Forster's Education Act of 1871,
temperance, and Balfour's Education Act of
1902, and considers Nonconformist
interventions in such controversies as the
Bulgarian Agitation, Home Rule for Ireland, the
Armenian massacres of the mid 1890s, and the
Boer War. The volume concludes with the
Liberal landslide in the 1906 general election,
which saw probably more Nonconformists
elected than any time since the era of Oliver
Cromwell.
The Nazi Conscience Apr 12 2021 The author
identifies the "ethnic fundamentalism" that
infused Nazism, revealing the "conscience" and
civic morality that founded the core of Nazi
ideology, using a wide variety of sources to
flesh out this controversial take on the Nazis.
(History)
Small Things Like These Oct 07 2020
Shortlisted for the 2022 Booker Prize "A
hypnotic and electrifying Irish tale that
transcends country, transcends time." —Lily
King, New York Times bestselling author of
Writers & Lovers Small Things Like These is
award-winning author Claire Keegan's
landmark new novel, a tale of one man's

courage and a remarkable portrait of love and
family It is 1985 in a small Irish town. During
the weeks leading up to Christmas, Bill
Furlong, a coal merchant and family man faces
into his busiest season. Early one morning,
while delivering an order to the local convent,
Bill makes a discovery which forces him to
confront both his past and the complicit
silences of a town controlled by the church.
Already an international bestseller, Small
Things Like These is a deeply affecting story of
hope, quiet heroism, and empathy from one of
our most critically lauded and iconic writers.
Crisis of Conscience Nov 19 2021 Crisis of
Conscience features personal stories by
Arkansas Methodist pastors, laypersons, and
community leaders--including Dale Bumpers,
M. Joycelyn Elders, and Miller Williams--who
lived through the struggles for civil rights in
the 1950s and saw their congregations and
other institutions rocked by the tumultuous
events of the history-making era. The book also
depicts the desegregation of Hendrix College,
the prophetic role of Philander Smith College in
civil rights activism, and the experiences of
other Arkansas Methodist institutions in the
great freedom struggle that caused many of the
state's church members to realize they could no
longer reconcile their belief in God with
participation in a segregated society.
Crisis of Conscience Jan 22 2022 Here eight
outstanding scholars from the U.S. and Europe
reflect upon the issues. They are Joseph
Cardinal Ratzinger, Ralph McInerny, Robert
Spamann, Servais Pinckaers, Wojciech
Giertych, Ignacio Carrasco de Paula, Carlo
Cafarra, and John M. Haas. Anyone interested
in the advancement of human, moral, and
spiritual values will welcome this clarifying
book.
Seeking Refuge Jun 14 2021 Recipient of
Christianity Today's Award of Merit in Politics
and Public Life, 2016 ------ What will rule our
hearts: fear or compassion? We can’t ignore the
refugee crisis—arguably the greatest geopolitical issue of our time—but how do we even
begin to respond to something so massive and
complex? In Seeking Refuge, three experts
from World Relief, a global organization serving
refugees, offer a practical, well-rounded, wellresearched guide to the issue. Who are
refugees and other displaced peoples? What are
the real risks and benefits of receiving them?
How do we balance compassion and security?
Drawing from history, public policy,
psychology, many personal stories, and their
own unique Christian worldview, the authors
offer a nuanced and compelling portrayal of the
plight of refugees and the extraordinary
opportunity we have to love our neighbors as
ourselves.
Post Corona Sep 05 2020 New York Times
bestseller! "Few are better positioned to
illuminate the vagaries of this transformation
than Galloway, a tech entrepreneur, author and
professor at New York University’s Stern
School. In brisk prose and catchy illustrations,
he vividly demonstrates how the largest
technology companies turned the crisis of the
pandemic into the market-share-grabbing
opportunity of a lifetime." --The New York
Times "As good an analysis as you could wish to
read." --The Financial Times From bestselling
author and NYU Business School professor
Scott Galloway comes a keenly insightful,
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urgent analysis of who stands to win and who's
at risk to lose in a post-pandemic world The
COVID-19 outbreak has turned bedrooms into
offices, pitted young against old, and widened
the gaps between rich and poor, red and blue,
the mask wearers and the mask haters. Some
businesses--like home exercise company
Peloton, video conference software maker
Zoom, and Amazon--woke up to find themselves
crushed under an avalanche of consumer
demand. Others--like the restaurant, travel,
hospitality, and live entertainment industries-scrambled to escape obliteration. But as New
York Times bestselling author Scott Galloway
argues, the pandemic has not been a change
agent so much as an accelerant of trends
already well underway. In Post Corona, he
outlines the contours of the crisis and the
opportunities that lie ahead. Some businesses,
like the powerful tech monopolies, will thrive as
a result of the disruption. Other industries, like
higher education, will struggle to maintain a
value proposition that no longer makes sense
when we can't stand shoulder to shoulder. And
the pandemic has accelerated deeper trends in
government and society, exposing a widening
gap between our vision of America as a land of
opportunity, and the troubling realities of our
declining wellbeing. Combining his signature
humor and brash style with sharp business
insights and the occasional dose of righteous
anger, Galloway offers both warning and hope
in equal measure. As he writes, "Our
commonwealth didn't just happen, it was
shaped. We chose this path--no trend is
permanent and can't be made worse or
corrected."
Leaving the Witness Feb 29 2020 "A
fascinating glimpse into the consciousness of
being an outsider in every possible way, and
what it takes to find your path into the life
you'd like to lead."--Nylon A riveting memoir of
losing faith and finding freedom while a covert
missionary in one of the world's most restrictive
countries. A third-generation Jehovah's
Witness, Amber Scorah had devoted her life to
sounding God's warning of impending
Armageddon. She volunteered to take the
message to China, where the preaching she did
was illegal and could result in her expulsion or
worse. Here, she had some distance from her
community for the first time. Immersion in a
foreign language and culture--and a whole new
way of thinking--turned her world upside down,
and eventually led her to lose all that she had
been sure was true. As a proselytizer in
Shanghai, using fake names and secret codes to
evade the authorities' notice, Scorah discreetly
looked for targets in public parks and stores. To
support herself, she found work at a Chinese
language learning podcast, hiding her real
purpose from her coworkers. Now with a
creative outlet, getting to know worldly people
for the first time, she began to understand that
there were other ways of seeing the world and
living a fulfilling life. When one of these
relationships became an "escape hatch,"
Scorah's loss of faith culminated in her own
personal apocalypse, the only kind of ending
possible for a Jehovah's Witness. Shunned by
family and friends as an apostate, Scorah was
alone in Shanghai and thrown into a world she
had only known from the periphery--with no
education or support system. A coming of age
story of a woman already in her thirties, this
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unforgettable memoir examines what it's like to
start one's life over again with an entirely new
identity. It follows Scorah to New York City,
where a personal tragedy forces her to look for
new ways to find meaning in the absence of
religion. With compelling, spare prose, Leaving
the Witness traces the bittersweet process of
starting over, when everything one's life was
built around is gone.
JLA (1996-) #115 Sep 25 2019 In 'Crisis of
Conscience' part 1, superstar writer Geoff
Johns (GREEN LANTERN, JSA) joins the JLA for
an IDENTITY CRISIS tie-in arc! Before they can
discuss the actions and repercussions of the
League within the League, the JLA first must
battle some old foes. The Secret Society of
Super-Villains has returned„and somehow they
have more information on the heroes' lives than
ever before!
Crisis of Conscience Mar 12 2021 Following
the events in the murder mystery Identity Crisis
comes the Crisis of Conscience of the world's
greatest superheroes - the Justice League of
America! The JLA face a crossroads, as each
member questions the morality of their actions
in secretly wiping the minds of a group of
supervillains, following their attack on a JLA
member's wife. But new threats loom in the
form of the Secret Society of Supervillians,
victims of the mind-erasure who seek to enact
revenge on those closest to the JLA, and an old,
deadly threat who has resurfaced with murder
in mind! Friendships are tested and long-time
alliances dissolve in this hero-packed tie-in to
the epic Infinite Crisis storyline, written by
Geoff Johns with art by Chris Batista!
Apocalypse Delayed Jan 28 2020 Since 1876,
Jehovah’s Witnesses have believed that they are
living in the last days of the present world.
Charles T. Russell, their founder, advised his
followers that members of Christ’s church
would be raptured in 1878, and by 1914 Christ
would destroy the nations and establish his
kingdom on earth. The first prophecy was not
fulfilled, but the outbreak of the First World
War lent some credibility to the second. Ever
since that time, Jehovah’s Witnesses have been
predicting that the world would end “shortly.”
Their numbers have grown to many millions in
over two hundred countries. They distribute a
billion pieces of literature annually, and
continue to anticipate the end of the world. For
almost thirty years, M. James Penton’s
Apocalypse Delayed has been the definitive
scholarly study of this religious movement. As a
former member of the sect, Penton offers a
comprehensive overview of the Jehovah's
Witnesses. His book is divided into three parts,
each presenting the Witnesses’ story in a
different context: historical, doctrinal, and
sociological. Some of the issues he discusses
are known to the general public, such as the

sect’s opposition to military service and blood
transfusions. Others involve internal
controversies, including political control of the
organization and the handling of dissent within
the ranks. Thoroughly revised, the third edition
of Penton’s classic text includes substantial new
information on the sources of Russell’s theology
and on the church’s early leaders, as well as
coverage of important developments within the
sect since the second edition was published
fifteen years ago.
Crisis of Conscience Sep 29 2022 "A call to
arms and to action, for anyone with a
conscience, anyone alarmed about the decline
of our democracy." — New York Timesbestselling author Wendell Potter
"Powerful...His extensively reported tales of
individual whistleblowers and their often cruel
fates are compelling...They reveal what it can
mean to live in an age of fraud." — The
Washington Post "Tom Mueller's authoritative
and timely book reveals what drives a few
brave souls to expose and denounce specific
cases of corruption. He describes the structural
decay that plagues many of our most powerful
institutions, putting democracy itself in
danger." —George Soros A David-and-Goliath
story for our times: the riveting account of the
heroes who are fighting a rising tide of
wrongdoing by the powerful, and showing us
the path forward. We live in a period of
sweeping corruption -- and a golden age of
whistleblowing. Over the past few decades,
principled insiders who expose wrongdoing
have gained unprecedented legal and social
stature, emerging as the government's best
weapon against corporate misconduct--and the
citizenry's best defense against government
gone bad. Whistleblowers force us to confront
fundamental questions about the balance
between free speech and state secrecy, and
between individual morality and corporate
power. In Crisis of Conscience, Tom Mueller
traces the rise of whistleblowing through a
series of riveting cases drawn from the worlds
of healthcare and other businesses, Wall Street,
and Washington. Drawing on in-depth
interviews with more than two hundred
whistleblowers and the trailblazing lawyers
who arm them for battle--plus politicians,
intelligence analysts, government watchdogs,
cognitive scientists, and other experts--Mueller
anatomizes what inspires some to speak out
while the rest of us become complicit in our
silence. Whistleblowers, we come to see, are
the freethinking, outspoken citizens for whom
our republic was conceived. And they are the
models we must emulate if our democracy is to
survive.
Conscience and Its Enemies Jul 16 2021 “Many
in elite circles yield to the temptation to believe
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that anyone who disagrees with them is a bigot
or a religious fundamentalist. Reason and
science, they confidently believe, are on their
side. With this book, I aim to expose the
emptiness of that belief.” From the
introduction: Assaults on religious liberty and
traditional morality are growing fiercer. Here,
at last, is the counterattack. Showcasing the
talents that have made him one of America’s
most acclaimed and influential thinkers, Robert
P. George explodes the myth that the secular
elite represents the voice of reason. In fact,
George shows, it is on the elite side of the
cultural divide where the prevailing views
frequently are nothing but articles of faith.
Conscience and Its Enemies reveals the
bankruptcy of these too often smugly held
orthodoxies while presenting powerfully
reasoned arguments for classical virtues.
Crisis of Conscience Jun 26 2022
A Question of Conscience Dec 21 2021
Crisis of Conscience Aug 29 2022 Author
Raymond Franz, former member of the
Governing Body of Jehovah¿s Witnesses
presents his story of a struggle to prevent the
erosion of his God-given freedom of conscience
as well as that of others, forming the heart of
this very personal and candid account. Franz
description of his journey in Crisis of
Conscience is presented with sensitivity and
compassion. The information nevertheless
raises very fundamental questions that are both
disturbing and conscience stirring. Starting in
the 1870¿s as an independent Bible study group
composed of a handful of persons in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, Jehovah¿s Witnesses today
number more than eight million in some 240
lands. In countries where they are active, few
people have not had contact with the Witnesses
as a result of their intense door-to-door activity.
Yet for most persons the religion remains a
near mystery. More remarkably, very few
Witnesses themselves have any knowledge of
their history or doctrine forming and policymaking processes of their own organization.
The Governing Body sessions and discussions
are totally private and not open to the rest of
Jehovah¿s Witnesses. Yet that Body¿s decisions
are applicable and enforceable toward every
Witness on earth. As a third-generation
member, the author lived the first sixty years of
his life among Jehovah¿s Witnesses, serving in
various countries at nearly every level of the
organizational structure. The final nine of those
sixty years were spent on the central executive
council, the Governing Body. Those years led to
his crisis of conscience, which is the theme of
this book. It is a unique account as it allows the
reader a view of the decision-making sessions
of Jehovah¿s Witnesses inner council, and the
powerful, sometimes dramatic, impact that
their decisions have on people¿s lives.
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